CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT APPLICATION
SAINT MARY'S COLLEGE HIGH SCHOOL
ALBANY PROJECT ADDRESS
1900 POSEN AVENUE
MAILING ADDRESS
1234 ALBANY AVENUE, PURITA PARK
BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA 94709
ZONING DISTRICT: PP (PUBLIC FACILITY)

DRAWING INDEX
1. TITLE SHEET
2. EXISTING SITE PLAN
3. PROPOSED CAMPU SITE PLAN
4. CIRCULATION & PARKING PLAN
5. GRADING & EASEMENTS
6. TREE LOCATIONS
7. SITE SECTIONS
8. SCA STUDENT CENTER
9. CHAPEL
10. SURVEY

PROJECT SUMMARY
1. MUSIC BUILDING
   BAND ROOM, VOCAL ROOM AND PRACTICE ROOMS
   GYM, ARTS, BANKET
2. CROWN HALL - REHABILITATION & CLASSROOM CONVERSION
   1 & 2 FLOORS, EXISTING BUILDING
3. STUDENT CAFE - RELOCATION & UPHOLD EXPANSION
   1 & 2 FLOORS, EXISTING BUILDING
4. CHAPEL
5. SCA STUDENT CENTER - REHABILITATION & EXPANSION
   2 & 3 FLOORS, EXISTING BUILDING & NEW EXPANSION
6. BROTHERS HOUSING
   1 FLOOR, NEW BUILDING

ALL ELEVATIONS BASED ON NOAD 29
STANDARD RENDERING MARGINAL ERROR

Vicinity Map

ALBANY
SMCHS
BERKELEY
SHEA STUDENT CENTER RENOVATION & ADDITION

PROPOSED PLAN
ELEVATION 151

EXISTING PLAN
ELEVATION 151

BUILDING SECTION

SOUTH ELEVATION

NORTH ELEVATION

WEST ELEVATION

EXISTING LOWER FLOOR
ELEVATION 140.5
SAINT JOSEPHS HALL RENOVATION & EXPANSION

EAST ELEVATION

SOUTH ELEVATION

WEST ELEVATION

NORTH ELEVATION

MAXIMUM BUILDING HEIGHT

EXISTING NATURAL GRADE

SLOPED ROOF

ELEVATION 165.0 AT EAVE